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Akshay Kumar and R.How healthy is Canadian cannabis? The effects of treatment for atopic
dermatitis and psoriasis in Canada. The primary objective of this study is to examine the
effectiveness of medical cannabis for improving symptoms related to atopic dermatitis and psoriasis
in Canada. A secondary objective is to examine the association between cannabis use and other
variables in this population. A systematic search was conducted of the PubMed, PsycINFO, Cochrane
Library and Embase databases. Study selection was based on the question: Does medical cannabis
lead to improvement of symptoms related to atopic dermatitis and psoriasis in Canada? Studies were
excluded if they reported on medical cannabis use for treating atopic dermatitis or psoriasis in
Canada. Observational studies were extracted by application of data collection forms. The database
search returned 3,715 titles and abstracts, and seven studies were selected based on full-text
review. The quality of evidence was assessed by two independent reviewers. The remaining
literature consisted of descriptive studies, case studies and limited systematic reviews on cannabis.
It is difficult to evaluate whether cannabis is an effective treatment for atopic dermatitis and
psoriasis. Complementary and alternative medicine providers should consider the effect of cannabis
on other conditions when treating patients who use cannabis. None of the literature is published in a
peer-reviewed journal with ethical approval to identify. Therefore, despite the challenges in
assessing the effectiveness of cannabis, it may be prudent to include it in the pharmacological
regimen for patients with atopic dermatitis and psoriasis.Q: Confusing syntax highlighting that works
on SO and not on Meta I made a minor change to the c++ syntax highlighting rules on SO. It's pretty
subtle, so I thought I'd ask on Meta first. So far, it seems like my edits are working on SO, while they
don't seem to be taking effect on Meta. This is pretty confusing to me; should I be doing this
differently on Meta, or are my edits not being applied? A: It seems to be working fine on Meta. The
only difference is that Meta's c++-block syntax highlighting doesn't have > syntax highlighting,
since the formatting of the code blocks is automatic. 6d1f23a050
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